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APES, PIGS, AND THE ISLAMIC IDENTITY
URI RUBIN

That Jews and Christians were once transformed into apes and pigs by
way of punishment, is a well-known Islamic idea. It is based on the Quran
and is elaborated in Islamic literature.' The aim of the present article is to
illuminate a less explored aspect of the theme, namely, transformation
into apes and pigs as a punishment meted out to Muslims.?
In what follows the process of the adaptation of this Jewish-Christian
type of punishment to Muslims will be traced, and its role within the
Islamic context will be elucidated. It will become clear that the punishment
was not applied to Muslim sinners at random, but rather to sinners whose
deeds had a Jewish or a Christian connotation. It will be demonstrated
that the traditions adapting the punitive transformation to Muslims were
designed to confront Jewish and Christian elements which penetrated
Islamic society and were considered a threat to the genuine Islamic identity.

ESCHATOLOGICAL

MASIj

As a punishment inflicted on Jews and Christians, transformation into
apes and pigs is an event of the historical past. With the adaptation of the
theme to Muslims, it has been changed from historical to eschatological;
the traditions imposing this punishment on Muslims are all cast as
apocalypses anticipating future disasters for sinful Muslims, including
transformation.
As an eschatological event, the transformation has become associated
with the idea of mash - the usual Arabic term for metamorphosis. The
I Use Lichtenstaedter, "And Become Ye Accursed Apes", Jerusalem Studies in Arabic
and Islam 14 (1991), 153-75; Michael Cook, "Early Muslim Dietary Law", Jerusalem
Studies in Arabic and Islam 7( 1986),222-23; idem, "Ibn Qutayba and the Monkeys", Paper
presented at the Seventh International Colloquium: From Jiihiliyya to Islam, Jerusalem
1996.
2 Occasional reference to some relevant traditions has already bee~ made in Cook, "Ibn
Qutayba and the Monkeys", note 32.
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link between the two themes is secondary, and in its historical form the
punitive transformation into apes and pigs has little to do with the idea of
mash: This is very clear in the Quran in which the punishment of sinners
becoming apes and pigs is not described as mash»: all.' In fact, the root
m.s.h: is employed in the Quran only once, and in a strict eschatological
context. It occurs in a passage (36:63-67) describing the day on which the
[non- Muslim] sinners will be shown the hell (gahannam) that was promised
to them. On that day God will set a seal on their mouths, and if God wills,
He will obliterate their eyes so that they will not find their way on the path
(~iriit). Or He may change them (la-masal:Jniihum) where they are, so that
they will not be able to proceed, or to go back.
The earliest Quran exegetes differ as to the exact significance of the
eschatological masli awaiting the sinners, and suggest different
possibilities: Changing them into stones;' making them lame, or crippled
in the legs and the arms (kUSJ:z),5 or changing their outer appearance
(l:Jalq),6 or destroying (ahlaka) them where they stand." Two basic
meanings can be detected here: transformation (including deformation)
and destruction. They remind one of the Hebrew root h.f.k., which in the
Bible has the same range of connotations. It signifies destruction (by
overthrowingj.i as well as transformation." A variant form of the root
found its way into the Quran in passages reflecting the biblical story of the
destruction of Sodom.w and in early hadit, this root ('.jk.) is sometimes
interchangeable with the root m.s.h. (see below).
As for m.s.l:J. in the sense of transformation, it is significant that the
above exegetes have offered various possibilities, but none with apes and
Quran 2:65; 5:60; 7:166.
Muqatil, Ill, 584; Samarqandl, Tafsir, Ill, 105; Wa\:lidI, Wasft, Ill, 518; Bagawt, Tafsir,
IV, 550; Zamahsari, Kassii/, IU, 329; Ibn al-Gawzi, Ziid al-masir, VII, 33; Ibn KaFr, Tafsir,
Ill, 578; Suyutr, Durr, V, 268. SI'I tafsir: Tabarsi, Magma', XXIII, 37.
5 Abd al-Razzaq, Tafsir, n, 145. The isniid: Abd al-Razzaq < Ma'mar < Qatada. See also
Suyutr, Durr, V, 268. The same is also the sense of the interpretation of masahahu as
aq'adahu. See Huwwart, Ill, 439; Tabart, Tafsir, XXIII, 18 (al-Hasan al-Basri; Qatiida);
Mawardi, Nukat, V, 29; Zamahsari, Kassii/, Ill, 329; Ibn al-Gawzr, Ziid al-masir, VII, 33;
Qurtubl, Ahkiim, XV, 50; Ibn KatIr, Tafsir, Ill, 578. Si'i tafsir: Tl1si, Tabyiin, VIII, 473.
6 Mawardt, Nukat, V, 29 (al-Suddi): Ibn KaFr, Tafsir, Ill, 578.
7 Tabari, Tofst», XXIII, 18 (Ibn Abbas); Mawardt, Nukat, V, 29; Ibn al-Gawzt, Ziid
al-masir, VII, 33; Qurtubi, Al;zkiim, XV, 50; Ibn KatIr, Tafsir, Ill, 578; SuyiitI, Durr, V, 268.
The best-known example of the changing of sinners into stones is the case of the Meccan
idols IsM and Na'ila who are said to have originally been a man and a woman who had
fornicated in the Ka'ba, and therefore were turned into stones. See, e.g., Ibn al-Kalbl,
Asndm, 9; Ibn Abl l-Dunya, 'uqilbiit, nos. 304-305; Azraqi, 49, 74.
g Genesis 19:29 (Sodom); Jonah 3:4 (Nineveh).
9 Exodus 7:15 (the rod of Moses).
10 Quran 9:70; 69:9; 53:53.
3
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pigs. Only relatively late Quran commentaries interpret 'mash as
metamorphosis into apes and pigs. I I This is a clear indication that the idea
of transformation into apes and pigs and the punishment of masQ awaiting
the sinners in the eschatological future were only linked at a secondary
stage.
The evidence of hadu, material seems to confirm the impression that the
idea of the eschatological masb was not always linked to the idea of
punitive metamorphosis into apes and pigs. There are several traditions
describing the eschatological mash in which there is no mention of apes or
of pigs. Let us take a look at these traditions.
Most of the traditions about the eschatological mash describe a triple
calamity which portends the Hour, i.e., the eschatological phase of world
history. Such traditions emerged as a result of the civil wars (fttan) which
occurred among Muslims during the Umayyad period. The tribulations
triggered an apocalyptic mood which gave rise to traditions predicting the
impending end of the world, and the triple calamity is mentioned
frequently among the apocalyptic events.
One of the three events of which the calamity consists is mash; while the
other two are usually IJasf and qadf. The latter two,like the event of mash;
have a Quranic basis, signifying divine retribution. The root I:J.sf is used
quite frequently in the Quran.P denoting the act of God in causing the
earth to engulf the sinners, either in past history or in the eschatological
future. An event of an army being swallowed up (lJasj) on its way to Mecca
is often described in apocalyptic visions alluding to the military clash in
Arabia between ~bdallah b. al-Zubayr and the Umayyads.P The act of
qadf is less frequent in the Quran; it denotes the pelting of devils with
shooting stars.!" Sometimes another event replaces one of the three, or
appears as a fourth, namely ragf: "earthquake". This, too, is a Quranic
eschatological calamity. IS
The earliest traditions in which the triple calamity is predicted were
circulated in Syria, and mainly in Hims, where messianic and apocalyptic
11 Samarqandi, Tafsir, III, 105 (al-Kalbi); Bagawr, Tafsir, IV, 550; Zamahsari, Kassii/, III,
329 (lbn 'Abbas); Ibn al-Gawzr, Ziid al-masir, VII, 33 (Ibn al-Kalbt). SrI Tafsit: Tabarst,
Magma', XXIII, 37. Cf. TusT, Tabyiin, VIII, 473.
12 Quran 16:45; 28:81; 29:40; 34:9; 67:16.
13 For these traditions see Wilferd Madelung, "'Abd Allah b. al-Zubayr and the Mahdi,"
Journal of Near Eastern Studies 40 (1981), 291-305 (repr. in Wilferd Made1ung, Religious
and Ethnic Movements in Medieval Islam, Variorum Reprints, 1992);idem, S.Y. 'Mahdt', E[2
(p. 1232a). Cf. Michae1 Cook, "Eschatology and the Dating of Traditions '', Princeton Papers
in Near Eastern Studies I (1992), 32-33.
14 37:8.
IS 73:14; 79:6.
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expectations were nurtured especially in connection with holy war against
the nearby Byzantine empire.i» They are all recorded by Nu'aym b.
Hammad (d. AH 229) in his Kitiib al-fitan. The triple calamity is included
in a series of events which are usually foreseen by the Prophet himself.
They are about to happen at various stages of the history of the Islamic
umma, and specific dates are provided, which serve to authenticate the
apocalypse.
.
One of these traditions is quoted from three Himsttraditionists:
SarIl}.b.
lJbayd, AM 'Amir al- Hawzani and Damra b. Hablb (d. AH 130). In it the
Prophet predicts disastrous events which are to befall the Muslims between
AH 210-300. The triple calamity (qarJI-l:JasJ-masl:J) will be the first. 17In the
tradition of Gubayr b. Nufayr (I:Iim~I d. AH 75), the events predicted by
the Prophet take place between AH 133-200. The triple calamity (pelting
with stones, IjasJ and masl:J) is scheduled to occur in AH 172.18 In the Himsi
tradition of the Meccan Companion AbdalHih b. 'Umar (d. All 73), the
Prophet does not provide dates, but merely surveys a series of anticipated
earthquakes, which are accompanied in one instance by the triple calamity.
This tradition also refers to the stubbornness ofthe Muslim sinners, who
do not repent.'? Finally, there is also a short non-prophetic apocalypse,
transmitted by the ijim~I Artat b. al-Mundir Id. AH 163), referring only to
the triple calamity. In it Artat provides a somewhat obscure indication of
the time of the event. He states that it will occur after the emergence of the
mahdi, in the days of the Hasimt who will behave insolently in Jerusalem. 20
In the apocalyptic visions which were circulated outside Syria, the triple
calamity figures alone, with no other disasters. Here, too, the mash
remains vague, with no mention of apes and pigs. These traditions are
usually based on a short uniform pattern. They open with the word yakiin:
"there will be", and proceed to specify the triple calamity. The utterance is
made by the Prophet in the first person, and he specifically declares that

16

Wilferd Madelung, "Apocalyptic Prophecies in Hims in the Umayyad Age", Journal of

Semitic Studies 31 (1986), 141-85 (repr. in Wilferd Madelung, Religious and Ethnic'
Movements in Medieval Islam, Variorum Reprints, 1992); Josef Van Ess, Theologie und
Gesellschaft im 2. und 3. Jahrhundert Hidschra: Eine Geschichte des religiosen Denkens im
friihen Islam (6 vols. Berlin, New York, 1991-95), 1,65-69.
17 Nu'aym b. Hammad, Fitan, 427. See an abridged version ibid., 376. See also Cook,
"Ibn Qutayba and the Monkeys", note 32.
18 Nu'aym b.Hammad, Fitan, 422. See also Cook, "Ibn Qutayba and the Monkeys", note
32 (where he suggests emending the reading from 172 to 192).
19 Nu'aym b. Hammad, Piton, 374. See also Suyiiti, Durr, VI, 326. The isniid: Hudayr b.
Kurayb (Himsl d. AH 129) < KalIr b. Murra Abii Sagara (Himst) < Ibn 'umar < Prophet.
20 Nu'aym b. Hammad, Fitan, 378. The isniid: al-Garrah b. Mulayn (Himst) < Artat b.
al-Mundir (Himsi d. AH 163). Cr. Cook, "Ibn Qutayba and the Monkeys", note 32.
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the triple calamity will occur in "my community". Some versions of the
utterance appear in certain canonical /:zadrt compilations. Thus Ibn Maga
(d. AH 275) has recorded in Kitiib al-fitan of his Sunan some prophetic
utterances of this kind. One is quoted from the Prophet by the Qurast
Companion f\.bdalHih b. Amr b. al-'A~(d. AH 63),21and the other by the
Medinan Companion Sahl b. Sa'd al-Ansari (d. AH 88).22 A third version,
of f\.bdallah b. Mas'ud, provides a specific apocalyptic designation of the
time of the triple calamity: "Just before the Hour".23 Outside the canonical
compilations there are more such versions, quoted from the Prophet by
the Companions Anas b. Malik (Basran d. AH 91-95),24 and by Sa'Id b.
AbI Rasid.25 A version of the Companion Abu Hurayra (d. AH 57) opens
with the standard formula of the traditions about the portents of the
Hour: "The Hour shall not come until there is in my community I:psjand
mash and qa4f'.26

ESCHATOLOGICAL

APES AND PIGS

The meaning of mash in the above traditions is no clearer than it is in the
Quran, but the range of possible interpretations of the term is narrowed
down considerably in further versions in which this term has been glossed
by an explicit mention of apes and pigs. Sometimes the term is simply
replaced by the statement about the apes and the pigs; this is the case in the
following Syrian version off\.ta) al-Hurasanr (d. AH 135) in which the
Prophet declares: "There will be in my community /:Jasf, and ragf and apes
and pigs".27
21 Ibn Maga, II, no. 4062 (36:29). See also Ahmad, Musnad, II, 163. The isnad: AM
l-Zubayr (Muhammad b. Muslim b. Tadrus, Meccan d. AH 126) < ~bdaIHih b. ~mr <
Prophet.
22 Ibn Maga, II, no. 4060 (36:29). The isndd: ~bd al-Rahman b. Zayd b. Aslam (Medinan
d. AH 182) < Abii l:Iazim al-A'rag (Salama b. Dinar, Medinan d. AH 140) < Sahl b. Said <
Prophet.
23 lbn Maga,
n, no. 4059 (36;29). See also Abii Nu'aym, I;li/ya, VII, 12J. The isniid:
Sayyar Abii l-Hakam al-Wasiti < Tariq b. Sihiib (Kiifan d. AH 82) < AbdaUiih b. Mas'iid <
Prophet.
24 Abii Ya'la, VII, no. 3945; Danl, Fitan, no. 338; Kaif al-astiir, IV, no. 3404. The isndd:
Mubarak b. Suhaym (Basran) < ~bd al-~zIz b. Suhayb (Basran d. AH 130) < Anas <
Prophet.
25 Kasf al-astiir, IV, no. 3402; Tabarant, Kabtr, VI, no. 5537. The isndd: ~bd al-Rahman
b. Sabi] (Meccan Successor) < Sa'id b. AbI RMid < Prophet.
26 lbn Hibban, Sab/b, XV, no. 6759. The isniid: Kattr b. Zayd (Medinan d. AH 158) <
al-WalId b. Rabal). (Medinan d. AH 117) < Abii Hurayra < Prophet.
27 Suytltl, Durr, 11,295 (from Ibn Abi l-Dunya's !2amm al-maliihii.
The isniid: 'Ujrnan b.
~ta' al-Hurasant (d. AH 155) < his father ~tii' al-Hurasani < Prophet.
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Such modified versions are the result of a process in which the theme of
the apes and the pigs was transformed from its original Jewish-Christian
(historical) denotation to an Islamic (eschatological) one. This process
began independently of the idea of the triple calamity, and deserves to be
examined more closely.
The adaptation of the theme of the punitive metamorphosis into apes
and pigs to Muslim sinners in the eschatological future is connected with
the general idea of a common sin linking Israelites and Muslims. The latter
are accused of following the ways (sunna, sunan) of their sinful
predecessors. The traditions conveying this idea reflect the aversion of
Sunni Muslims to the spread of the Israelite (Jewish-Christian) heritage in
Islamic society." which challenged the Islamic identity of the believers.
This aversion gave rise to a series of traditions denouncing the assimilation
of the sunan of the Children of Israel into the Islamic'sunna.29 A typical
presentation of the idea is given in the following statement attributed to
the Companion Hudayfa b. al-Yaman (Medinari/Kufan d. AH 36) on
whose authority many apocalypses were circulated. The present one was
recorded by l\bd al-Razzaq.v It runs as follows:
You (i.e., the Muslims) will follow the ways (sunan) of the Children
of Israel (in precise symmetry), as one feather of an arrow matches
another, and as one strap of a sandal matches another - if a man of
the Children of Israel did this or that, a man of this community
would surely do it as well-.
The tradition goes on to relate that upon hearing this, someone reminded
Hudayfa that there had been apes and pigs among the Children of Israel,
and Hudayfa retorted that apes and pigs would also be among this
community. Thus the common fate shared by Israelites and Muslims
involves not only identity of sin but also of punishment.
This version of the statement was transmitted on the authority of
Hudayfa by the Basran Successor Qatada b. Di'amatd. AH 117),but there

is also a slightly different version of the same Companion transmitted by
AM l-Bahtarl Sa'Id b. Fayruz (Kufan d.

AH

83). Here the statement is

plain, with no similes. Hudayfa merely confirms that each act of the
28 See M.l. Kister, "Do not Assimilate Yourselves ...", Jerusalem
Studies in Arabic and
Islam 12 (1989),321-71.
29 Cf. idem, "Haddithu 'an banttsrtrtla wa-la haraja", Israel Oriental Studies 2 (1972),232
(repr. in M.l. Kister, Studies in Jiihiliyya and Early Islam, Variorum Reprints, London

1980).
30 I\bd al-Razzaq, Musannaf, XI, no. 20765; idem, Tafsir, I, 235; Ibn Batta, Ibiina, 11,no.
715.
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Children ofIsrael will be repeated by the Muslims, and that apes and pigs
will be among them as well."
There is also a Syrian version of the statement predicting a fate of
transformation into apes and pigs for Muslims imitating the sins of their
Jewish and Christian predecessors. The tradition describes a dialogue
between the Syrian Companion lJbada b. al-Samit (Ansari, d. AH 34-45)
and another Muslim (Abu 'Ata' al-Yahburt). The former tells the latter
that scholars and Quran experts will be persecuted, and that they will seek
refuge with the beasts on the mountains, because Muslims will want to kill
them. The latter does not believe it, claiming that such a sin could not be
committed as long as the Quran exists among the Muslims. To this lJbada
replies:
Had not the Jews been given the Torah, but they went astray and
abandoned it later on, and had not the Christians been given the
Gospel, but they went astray and abandoned it later on? These are
the ways (sunan) that are followed everywhere, andby God, nothing
happened among those who were before you, which will not take
place among you as well.P
In an extended version of the same dialogue, Abu 'At~t>al-Yahburtmeets a
few days later with the same lJbada b. al-Samit and tells him that there
were apes and pigs among "those before us". lJbada replies that he heard
an unnamed person (juliin) relating a tradition to the effect that before
long, a group of this community will be transformed (tumsal:J).33
Just as the apes and the pigs were turned from historical into
eschatological, so the eschatological maslj became a historical one. This
event - together with the other calamities - was built into some versions
describing the transformation of the ancient Jews into apes and pigs. Thus
a tradition of lkrima (Medinan d. AH 105) relates that on the evening
before the sinful Israelites were turned into apes and pigs, their righteous
brethren had already warned them that God might kill them by masl:Jor
I:Jasfor qarff.34
QADARIs
But let us stay in the eschatological domain, which is reserved for the
Muslims. There are more traditions which specify the exact group among
31
32
J3

34

Ibn AbI Sayba, XV, 103 (no. 19227).
MarwazI, Sunna, nos. 62, 107.
Ibn AbI l-Dunya, Uqubiit, no. 347.
Ibid., no. 226.
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the Muslims to whom the eschatological punishment of metamorphosis
into apes and pigs will be meted out. They are the Qadaris. This label
stands for heretics who discuss the problem of the qadar (alladina yaqiiliina
fi l-qadari), and deny (yuka44ibilna) the totality of its effect.r' The term
qadar itself means "destiny", "decree", and those who doubted its existence
actually rejected the idea of predestination.
That heretics are likely to become apes and pigs has already been
observed.w but the reason why this fate shall affect them and not other
Muslims has not yet been clarified. The reason seems to be connected with
the fact that the views of the Qadaris were condemned by their Muslim
opponents as Jewish and Christian by origin. The evidence as to these
accusations is abundant, contrary to the observation of Van Ess.t? Thus
there are utterances attributed to the Prophet himself criticising the
Qadariyya for their Christian-oriented views. One of them is of Ibn Abbas
who is quoted by his mawlii 'Ikrima. In it the Prophet warns the Muslims
against conducting debates on the qadar, because this kind of deliberation
is a branch (su'ba) of Christianity." In another Meccan tradition the
Prophet predicts the emergence of people who will deny that God decreed
the sins of man, and declares that they will have borrowed their views from
the Christians.'? There is also a statement of the Kufan Sa'Id b. Gubayr (d.
AH 95) to the effect that the Qadarls
are "Jews"." These are only a few
examples out of many more.
Whether or not the association of the QadarIs with Jews and Christians
is historically justified, the mere association reflects the contempt of the
Sunnis for these heretics who shattered the unity of the Islamic community.
The damage they caused to Islamic solidarity was blamed on their Jewish
and Christian orientation.
Orthodox contempt for the heretics is demonstrated further in traditions
attaching to them the most typical Jewish-Christian stigma: apes and pigs.
This is indicated in a series of traditions condemning heretics in general, in
which the heretics are on a par with Jews and Christians, as well as with
apes and pigs. In some of these traditions the Basran Abii l-Gawza' (Aws
On the Qadaris, see J. Van Ess, "Kadariyya", EJ2, and the bibliography therein.
Cook, "Ibn Qutayba and the Monkeys", note 32.
37 In art. "Kadariyya", £[2 (p. 371b), he says that the traditions against the Qadans "speak
of the 'Magians' instead of the 'Christians' ofthis community". Cf. also idem, Theologie und
Gesellschaft, n, 53.
38 Ibn AbT'A~im, Sunna, no. 332; Tabarant, Kabtr, XI, no. 11680; Uilika'I, Il, no. 1128;
Magma' al-zawirid, vn, 205.
39 Tabarant, Kabtr, XI, no. 11179; Magma' al-zawirid, VII, 208. The isniid: 'Amr b. Dinar
(Meccan d. AH 126) < 'Abd al-Rahman b. Sabit (Meccan Successor) < Prophet.
40 Liilika'I, Il, no. 1267.
35

36
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b. 'AbdalHih al-Raba'T d. AH 83) states that being a neighbour to apes and
pigs is moredesirable
for him than to be a neighbour to heretics (ahl
al-ahwii's," A similar statement is reported in a Kufan tradition on the
authority of AM Mfisa al-As'arl (Abdallah b. Qays, Companion d. AH
42-53); he says that he prefers to have Jews and Christians and apes and
pigs as neighbours, rather than to live next to a heretic.v
The association of heretics with apes and pigs seems also to be
demonstrated in traditions placing the apes and the pigs in the context of
resurrection. The Syrian Sahr b. Hawsab (d. AH 100) quotes an apocalypse
heard from the Prophet by 'Abdallah b. 'Amr b. al- 'A~. The Prophet states
that the evil-doers (siriir) among the people will be resurrected by a
cataclysmic fire together with the apes and the pigs.v A more detailed
Himsi apocalypse of Ka'b al-Ahbar (d. AH 32) says that the evil ones will
be resurrected in Palestine (al-Siim), and they will be those who have
forgotten the Quran and the sunna, abandoned the worship of God,
indulged in fornication, and said that there is no god in heaven+ The title
"evil ones" (siriir) is usually attached to Islamic heretical groups."
Therefore, the present traditions, too, seem to point to the association of
heretics with apes and pigs.
The anti-Qadari traditions also predict for them actual transformation
into apes and pigs. Such traditions are numerous. A realistic description
of the fate awaiting the Qadaris is found in a Hijazl tradition of the An~arI
Companion AM Sa'Id al-Hudrf (d. AH 65); the Prophet says that at the
end of time a bride shall come into her canopy and find her groom there
metamorphosed
(musilJa) into an ape, because he denied the qadar/r
There is another tradition describing a similar event, but the sin for
which the person has become an, ape is not stated explicitly. Hudayfa b.
al-Yaman says: "What will you do if one of you goes out of his tent
(/:lagala) to his garden (/:lis§), and comes back metamorphosed
(wa-qad
musilJa) into an ape; he will look for his family, but they will run away
from him. "47

Ibn Batta, Ibiina, n, nos. 466-68; Lalika'T, I, no. 231.
Ibn Batta,lbiina, 11, nos. 469, 47 I. The isniid: Layt b. Abi Sulaym (Kufan d. AH 143) <
anonymous < Abii Miisa.
43 Abii Dawud, Il, 4 (15:3). See also Nu'aym b. Hammad, Fitan, 381, 382, 383, 383-84
(from ~dan); Ahmad, Musnad, 11, 84 (Ibn 'Umar), 198-99,209; Ibn Tawiis, Maliil}im, 81.
44 Nu'aym b. Hammad, Fitan, 379-80.
45 E.g., Ibn AbIA§im, Sunna, no. 350; Tabarani, Awsa{, VI, no. 5905; Magma' al-zawii'id,
VII, 202.
46 Tabarani, Awsa{, VIII, no. 7146. See also Damlri, Hayawiin, 11, 203; Magma' alzawii'id, VII, 209 (from Tabarani, Awsaf).
47 Ibn Abt l-Dunya, Uqiibiit, no. 284 (printed: l}abSihl); Danr, Fitan, no. 349.
41

42
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As sinners doomed to metamorphosis (maslJ) into apes and pigs, the
Qadarts also became a natural target for the triple calamity, in which mash
figures as one of the events. The triple calamity is meted out to the Qadaris
in a lengthy ijijazI tradition transmitted on the authority of the Ansan
Companion Rafi( b. ijadIg (d. ea. AH 59-74). The Prophet describes the
basic tenets of the Qadaris, and emphasizes that they are like the Jews and
the Christians who already before them denied the sacredness of their own
scriptures and discredited whole parts of them. Then the Prophet predicts
the triple calamity which will strike the Qadarfs, and this time it consists of
{(fun (plague), lJas! and mash: The latter event is glossed by an explanation
to the effect that God will metamorphose (yamsalJu) them into apes and
pigs. In the second part of his statement, the Prophet says that the main
reason why the Children of Israel perished was that they denied the qadar.
Finally, the Prophet explains the dogmatic meaning of the qadar.48
There is one more tradition in which the triple calamity is linked to the
Qadaris, but this time without explicit mention of apes and pigs. This is a
Medinan prophetic version of Ibn 11mar (d. AH 73), in which the Prophet
declares: "There will be in my community (or: in this community) masb
and !ps! and qadf". This is glossed by the words: "and this will happen
among the people of the qadarrw The gloss is also available in an
extended version including the Zindiqiyya as well. 50 With such a gloss the
term mash has evidently come to mean transformation into apes and pigs.
The eschatological curse of the apes and the pigs was applied not only to
groups, but to places as well. Basra was renowned for the prevalence of
QadarI thinking in it,SI and therefore it was presented as a zone in which
people are particularly likely to be transformed into apes and pigs. The
triple calamity was linked to this place, too. Thus the Prophet tells the
Basran Companion Anas b. Malik (d. AH 91-95) that the Basrans will be
hit by l:Jas!and qadf and ragf, and that some people will go to bed and will
wake up in the morning as apes and pigs. 52 In another version of the same
warning, the apes and the pigs are not mentioned explicitly, but the term
mash evidently conveys the idea. The Prophet warns Anas not to enter the
48 Agurri, Sari' a, no. 363; Tabarani, Kabir, IV, no. 4270; Magma'
al-zawiPid, VII,
200-201. The isniid: 'Amr b. Su'ayb (Medinan d. AH 118) < Sa'id b. al-Musayyab (Medinan
d. AH 94) < Rafi' b. ijadig < Prophet. For another version see Lalika'i, n, no. 1100.
49 Ibn Miiga, 11, no. 4061 (36:29); Tirmigi/ Tub/a, VI, 367-68 (30: 16). The isnad: Abil
Sahr al-Harrat (Humayd b. Ziyad, Medinan d. AH 189) < Nafi' the mawlii of Ibn 'Umar
(Medinan d. AH 117) < Ibn 'umar < Prophet.
50 Ahrnad, Musnad,
11, 108 (mash only), 137; Lalika't, 11, no. 1135. See also Magma'
al-zawd'id, VII, 206.
51 On the Qadariyya and Basra, see Van Ess, Theologie und Gesellschaft,
I, 23.
52 Abu Dawud, 11,428 (36: 10).
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public places in Basra, telling him that at the end of days some of its
inhabitants will suffer !Jas! and maslj and qa4f. This will take place when
there is no more justice there, and when oppression,
testimony prevail. 53

SLAVE-GIRLS,

prostitution

and false

WINE, ETC.

The eschatological metamorphosis
into apes and pigs did not always
remain confined to heretics accused of Israelite orientation. Other kinds of
sin - outside the sphere of dogma - were also linked to the same punitive
metamorphosis.
The sins are wine (!:Jamr) drinking, as well as playing
music in the company of singing slave-girls. Occasionally, wearing silk
(I)arfr) clothes is added to the list, as well as false testimony and taking
usury. At least some of these types of sin were associated with Jews and
Christians (usury, wine, music), as well as with non-Arabs in general
(silk>'), These practices were considered a threat to the distinctive Islamic
identity, and in order to diminish their prevalence Muslim tradition linked
them to the classical Jewish-Christian type of punishment.
A group of traditions linking the punishment of the apes and the pigs to
these sins was circulated by Farqad b. Ya'qiib al-Sabahi (Basran d. AH
131). His traditions are traced back to the Prophet through Syrian and
Iraqi isniids of Abii Umama al-Bahill (Syrian Companion d. AH 81-86),
lJbada b. al-Samit (Syrian An~arI Companion, d. AH 34-45), 'Abd alRahman b. Ganm al-As'art (Syrian d. AH 78) and Ibn 'Abbas. In all Of
these versions the Prophet states in the first person that people of "my
community" will spend the night rejoicing and exulting ('alii asar wa-batari
and enjoying themselves playfully, and will wake up in the morning as
apes and pigs. This will happen because they desecrated forbidden women
and slave-girls, drank wine (!Jamr), took usury, and wore silk clothes.v
Another version of Farqad links the same statement ofthe Prophet to
the triple calamity. Farqad quotes the statement in response to a question
of whether the tradition about the !:Jas!and the qadf was uttered by the

53 Tabarani, Awsa{, VII, no. 6091. The isniid: 'Abd al-Haliq Abii Hani" < Ziyad b.
al-Abras < Anas b. Miilik < Prophet.
54 For silk clothes and the manners of the A'iigim (non-Arabs), see Abu Dawud, 11,371
(31:8); Nasa'!, Kubrii, V, no. 9366 (80:25); Ahmad, Musnad, IV, 134.
55 Ahmad, Musnad, V, 329. See also Tabararu, Kabir, VIII, no. 7997; idem, Saglr, 1,62. A
similar statement is contained in a tradition of the Companion 'Abdallah b. Bisr. See

Magma' al-zawii'id, VIII, 14 (Tabarani),
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Prophet himself. In the version quoted by Farqad on this occasion, the
sinners are not only turned into apes and pigs, but their families are carried
away by wind.» However, there is no explicit !:Jasf or qadfhere.
Elements of the triple calamity are present more explicitly in the version
of Qabisa b. :Qu)ayb (Medinan Successor d. AH 86) as recorded by
Nu'aym b. Hammad, In it the Prophet describes transformation (conveyed
here by the root ).f.k.) of people into apes and pigs, as well as their being
engulfed by the earth (!:Jasj). This is a punishment inflicted for drinking
wine, wearing silk clothes and playing music."
The same combination of disasters (transformation
into apes and pigs
and ljasj) appears in a Syrian tradition in which the Prophet predicts that
people will drink wine (!:Jamr) while calling it otherwise, and will enjoy
singing and music. God will cause the earth to engulf them, and will turn
them into apes and pigs. This tradition is of the Companion Abu Malik
al-As'iarf and was recorded in several badft compilations,
including
canonical ones.v
The sin of enjoying the above unlawful kinds of pleasure was also built
into independent statements about the triple calamity in which no explicit
mention of apes and pigs is made. Such versions appear in the canonical
compilations.
AI-Tirmidi has recorded a tradition of the Meccan
Companion 'Imran b. Husayn (d. AH 52) in which the Prophet states:
"[There will be] in this community IJasf and qadf and maslf', Someone
asks the Prophet: "When will it be?" The Prophet: "When slave-girls and
musical instruments appear, and when wine is drunk."59 A very similar
dialogue is described in traditions of the Companion Abu Malik alAscarI,6o and the Ansart Companion AM Sa'Td al-Hudrttd. AH 65).61 The
same discourse appears in an extended version of the triple calamity of the
above-mentioned
Sahl b. Sa'd al-Ansart.s? A version of Abu Hurayra
adds homosexuality to the list, and also the sin of false testimony.s!
However, the apes and the pigs did not always retain their Jewish-

56

Ahmad,

M'usnad,

v, 259.

Nu'aym b. Hammad, Fitan, 371-72.
58 The isniid: 'Abd al-Rahman b. Ganm al-As-art (Syrian d. AH 78) < Abil Malik al-As-art
< Prophet. See Ibn Ab! Sayba, VII, no. 3810; Ibn Maga, Il, no. 4020 (36:22); Ibn Hibban,
SaW), XV, no. 6758; Bayhaqi, Sunan, VIII, 295, X, 221. See also BubarI, Tii'l/:} kabir I, no.
967; Tabarani, Kabtr Ill, no. 3419. And see a parallel version in Buharf, Sabrb, VII, 138
(74:6); Abil Dawud, Il, 369 (31:6); Bayhaql, Sunan, X, 221; Kanz, XI, no. 30926.
S9 Tirmiq!/ Tub/a, VI, no. 2309 (31:38). See also Dant, Fitan, no. 340.
60 Tabaranl, Kabir, Ill, no. 3410.
61 Idem, Awsa{, VII, no. 690I.
62 Idem, Kabir, VI, no. 5810.
63 Kasf al-astiir
IV, no. 3405.
57
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Christian connotation, and they eventually became a general metaphor
for desecration, beastliness and corruption. This seems already to be the
case with respect to some of the above sins, but it comes out far more
clearly in the political sphere. There is a series of anti- Umayyad utterances
of the Prophet in which this dynasty is likened to monkeys as well as to
pigs. These traditions describe a dream of the Prophet in which he sees the
Umayyads use his own minbar (pulpit) for their public addresses, and he is
deeply grieved by the sight. There are numerous versions of the dream.s+
and in a Medinan one of AM Hurayra the Umayyads [the Marwanids] are
seen jumping up and down on Muhammad's minbar like monkeys.s- The
monkeys here illustrate the desecration of the minbar of the Prophet by
the Umayyads. In another very rare version of Sa'td b. al-Musayyab
(Medinan d. AH 94), the Umayyads climbing the minbar are seen by the
Prophet in the form of "apes and pigs".66

CONFIRMING VERSIONS
Finally, some versions about the above kinds of unlawful pleasure contain
additional remarks designed to confirm that the punitive transformation
into apes and pigswill indeed befall Muslims. Such expanded versions
were needed because the notion that a Jewish-Christian type of punishment
could befall good obedient Muslims just for not drinking the right beverage
or wearing the right cloth looked absurd to people still convinced of the
unique virtues of the Islamic community, and of its superiority to nonMuslim communities.
Thus in a version of the Companion AbO Hurayra, the Prophet declares
that at the end of days people of his community will be metamorphosed
into apes and pigs. Someone asks him whether this will be the fate of those
who profess the sahada and observe the duty of fasting, and the Prophet
confirms it. He then goes on to explain that this will be their fate because
of the pleasure they used to take in music and in slave-girls, and because

64 E.g., Taban, Ta/SIr, XXX, 167 (on Sural al-Qadar); Ahrnad, Musnad, Il, 385, 522;
Bayhaqt, Dalii'il, VI, 509-510 (with editor's references); Tabarant, Kabir, I, no. 1425.
65 Bayhaqt, Dald'il, VI, 511; Gawrakant, Abiitf/, I, nos. 236, 237; Ibn Kattr, Bidiiya, VI,
243. The isniid: al-'A.lii'b. 'A.bdal-Rahman al-Huraqi (Medinan d. AH 132) < his father <
Abii Hurayra < Prophet.
66 Tiirib Bag.diid, IX, 44; Gawrakant, Abiitil, I, no. 238. The isniid: Sufyan al-Tawrf
(Kiifan d. AH 161) < 'A.1ib. Zayd b. 'A.bdalliih b. Gud'iin (Basran d. AH 131) < Sa'Id b.
al-Musayyab < Prophet. But in a parallel version of the same tradition no mention is made of
apes and pigs. See Tiirl/; Bag diid, IX, 44; Ibn KaFr, Bidiiya, VI, 243.
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they drank wine. They will spend the night enjoying these things, and will
become apes and pigs in the morning.s"
A similar confirmation
was offered in connection with the triple
calamity. A version of the Meccan Successor ~bd al-Rahman b. Sabi] (d.
AH 118) contains an additional
remark of the Prophet to the effect that
indulgence in the above unlawful pleasures will result in the triple calamity,
even if the sinful Muslims stick to the sahiida, i.e., the initial tenet of the
Islamic creed.v
The same message is conveyed in the version of A'isa of the dialogue
appended to the announcement
about the triple calamity. This version
was recorded by al-Tirmidt.w The Prophet here stresses that the calamity
will not be prevented even if the Muslims have righteous individuals
(~iilil;uln)among them. This means that Muslim sinners will not enjoy the
intercession of the righteous.

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the existence of so many versions of traditions applying to
Muslims the Jewish-Christian type of punitive metamorphosis, including
some which gained entrance into canonical hadit, compilations, indicates
fear for the unique Islamic identity. This identity was supposed to be based
on unity and on morality, and both were threatened by Muslims imitating
Jewish and Christian ways. Unity was shattered by heretics suspected of
following Jewish and Christian dogma, and morality was corrupted by
people assimilating profane aspects of Jewish and Christian culture. To
confront these trends, traditions were circulated which were designed to
expose their Jewish and Christian backgrounds, and thus help eliminate
them from Islamic society. This was also the aim of the traditions about
the apes and the pigs, the most characteristic symbols of Jewish-Christian
historical punishment.

67 AbU Nu'aym, Hilya, Ill, 119-20. The isniid: Sulaymlin b. Salim < Hassan b. Abt Sinan
(Basran) < Abii Hurayra < Prophet.
68 Ibn Abt Sayba, XV, no. 19391; Nu'aym b. Hammad, Fitan, 375; Dani, Fitan, no. 339.
69 TirmiqI/ Tub/a, VI, no. 2280 (31:21). See also Dani, Fitan, no. 341.
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